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Tourism Trendy

Cultural tourism

Do you like to keep up with the trend? Trendy tourism in Nuevo Leon is one of the most sought-after;
exclusive places, activities, festivals and events that stay on the cutting edge for those travelers who
love to keep up. 
- Paseo Tec: One of the most complete squares with all kinds of establishments: the best restaurants,
bowling, cafes, gym, hotels, among others.
- Topgolf Monterrey: Golf course with state-of-the-art technology where you can spend an afternoon full
of fun, tasting the exquisite and wide range of cuisine offered in its restaurant , in addition to having a
drink on its skybar terrace.

Nuevo Leon has diverse cultural attractions and experiences that together reflect the importance of the
heritage that this state protects.
- Area of cave paintings in the "Chiquihuitios", this archaeological zone protects works made on rocks by
the first inhabitants of this region.
- Temple of San Miguel Arcángel with more than 400 years of existence located in the magical town of
Bustamante.
- The current temple of the municipality of Hualahuises is a replica of the first temple that was built
where the first human settlements are presumed to have taken place.

Business tourism
Nuevo León is an icon for business tourism, it has large meeting centers
where you can carry out important events, exhibitions, congresses and
conventions.
- Centro CONVEX has modern facilities, 8 floors with panoramic views. 
- Pavilion M its architecture is very distinctive, has excellent quality
services. 
- CINTERMEX its facilities and services are adapted to the customer's
needs.



Muzquiz

Parras

Viesca

In the magical town of Muzquiz, the presence of the
Kikapu and Mascogos ethnic groups is presumed. Here
you can enjoy quiet walks through its beautiful and
narrow streets. It has a great variety of nature, which
allows activities such as camping or hiking, biking in the
Sierra de Santa Rosa and even kayaking in the Sabinas
River.

Parra is a favorite destination to walk quietly through its
historical streets, visit vineyards, walnut trees and learn
about their traditions and exquisite cuisine. Among its
most representative attractions are: the Santo Madero
chapel which offers an impressive view of the town, the
Estanque de la Luz and the Fuque for lovers of caving.

Viesca, at the beginning was covered by the sea,
nevertheless, with the passage of the years it was drying
up until leaving us in his to the surroundings exceptional
places like the dunes of Bilbao and Santa Ana de
Hornos. In its center you will be able to relax with a walk
by its calm and beautiful streets, to visit theTemplo de
Santiago Apostle which is considered an architectonic
treasure.
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